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The field of science is never short of fascinating and difficult questions. My favorite question has always been ”Whatmakes
life different than non-life”? Clearly, there is a stark difference between a tree and a rock– even a dead tree and a rock– but
not in every light. For example, I could calculate how many carbon atoms, hydrogen atoms, etc. are in the tree and find
a rock with exactly those same numbers. In this light they aren’t different at all. But a tree and a rock do different things,
interacting with other things in a systemmuch differently.

As a scientist, I am finally exploring this question quantitatively. Thus far, my inquiries have led me towards the theory of
computation, thermodynamics, complex systems, and the theory of information. I am fascinated with the idea of inter-
acting systems and the role of subjectivity in a complex system. Biology seems to be open-ended, meaning it continually
innovates and maintains a high level of complexity. In some regard, the terms innovation and complexity are dependent
on the system biology is embedded in. After all, innovative things aren’t innovative if they’re already everywhere outside
biology. In addition, life seems to ”use information” much differently than non-life. Living systems are able to compute
complex functions such as Starbucks cups and even computers themselves. Systems that we don’t consider living don’t
do this on the same scale. However, they are able to compute solar systems and galaxies, which are arguably muchmore
complex.

In these examples, the underlying theme is context. The subjective-ness of subsystems in a complex network of interacting
systems seems to play a crucial role in recognizing living systems fromnon-living ones. Because this is a career-long line of
inquiry, I’ve dissected it into several subquestions, most of which have been addressed in some formor another by current
or previous research:

• In a system of interacting subsystems, what is the difference between programs and data?
• What is the exact relationship between subjectivity and randomness (lack of information)?
• How does complexity manifest itself in a system of interacting subsystems?
• Is life a binary phenomenon, or is there a gradual scale between living systems and non-living ones?

Biology seems tocontinuously innovateover timewhile alsomaintainingahigh level of complexity, bothon the scaleof the
genome and the scale of the ecosystem. Since there is likely no upper limit to the amount of innovation and complexity
that can be contained within the biosphere, we say the biosphere is open-ended. While models address the origin of
evolution, they do not address the origin of open-ended evolution. Previously, there was no rigorous definition for open-
ended evolution andnomodels could generate it. We have developed a computationalmodel that generates open-ended
evolution using cellular automata (CA), which are a collection of black and white cells that exist on a regular lattice. They
evolve the pattern of black and white squres over time according to an updating function, called a local rule. These types
of system were used to demonstrate the requirements for open-ended evolution in a complex, interacting system.

League of Legends (LoL) is an online team-based strategy game that has become immensely popular over the last six
years and is currently the most popular game of its type. Because new characters are regularly added and the game is
updated every couple of weeks, the game never settles into an equilibrium. Innovative strategies are often rewarded so in
some sense, the game has open-ended aspects. Riot, the game’s developer, has made data generated by the game free
to the public. This data includes a complete set of statistics for every individual game instance played across the world
during the last four of five years. Even with the vast number of web applications that use LoL data, the data has yet to be
studiedby scientists inmost fields. Social systems, like Leagueof Legends, havebeennotoriously difficult to studybecause
they are complex systems, which have yet to be defined mathematically. One of the factors that contributes to the lack of
understanding is lack of good data. Since LoL has a fairly complete dataset, it is an excellent platform for studying complex
social systems.
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